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Address Mirror Factory & all Glass Works 
Omar Ibn Khattab Road 
Malaz Area 
11471 Riyadh 
(postbox: 3162)

Country Saudi Arabia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We produce mirror sheets, tempered glass, glazing units, we do sale as wholesale & retail, the products - float clear, float tinted, figured clear, figured
tinted & reflective glass, mirrors, wooden picture frames, lexan (poly carbonate) sheets, glass accessories & glass handling tools etc…. We do Glass
Decoration Works such as Glass Beveling, Edging, Drilling, Sand Blasting, Drawing on the glass, Painting through our 70 processing Machines. We do
accept glass related contracting works such as Glass Building, Structural Glazing projects. We have 30 Outlets (Branches) in allover the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.

Company Profile of Mirror Factory & all Glass Works

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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